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DUE DILIGENCE 

0 0 0 0 

TEAM 

Is the team balance,d? 

Does the team have the 
knowledge and expertise 

needed? 

Do you believe in the 
team? 
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Does company meet your investment thesis? Due diligence –identifying any risksTeam Balanced? Significant positions covered? CEO, Product? Ability to sell? Strengths? Opportunities?Do they have knowledge, networks, expertise?Gut instinct – do they have integrity? Believe in them? Tenacity? Excitement?Complete 360 reference checksMarketHave they defined their market and is there a product market fit? IE Demand?Product/market fit – is there a demandGo to Market strategy if not currently in marketWhat is their competition? How do they differentiate?How can they protect their product, idea, serviceWill it be needed in the futureDo they have returning customers? Is the market growth good? Industry outlookBusiness ModelHow do they make money – who is buying at how muchDo they have plans to scaleWhat’s been the traction: revenue and/or user growth of the company to date?Are there well developed financial projections that clearly outline a thorough growth plan?ReturnWhat are the expected additional capital requirements to fully execute on the vision? Can the company reasonably secure it?Are there exit opportunities: M&A, PE or IPO?What kind of company would buy?When do they project sale



DUE DILIGENCE 

MARKET 

Is there a market for the 
product? 

What is the industry 
outlook? 

Is the product unique? 

Do th,ey understand their 
competition? 
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DUE DILIGENCE 

BUSINESS MODEL 

What is the sales strategy? 

What is their revenue 
model? 

What are the company's 
financials? 
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DUE DILIGENCE 

0 

RETURN 

Has the comp,any 
identified a 1n Exit 

Strategy? 

How willl you make 
money? 

How man1y oth1er 
investors? 

What retunn do th1ey 
1project? 
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